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Abstract 

Implicit schemes for the integration of ODEs are popular when stability is more of concern than accuracy, for 
instance for the computation of a steady state solution. However, in particular for very large systems, the solution 
of the involved linear systems may be very expensive. When these systems are solved iteratively to a certain 
tolerance, it is often not known which tolerance has to be taken. We propose a different strategy, where the number 
of iterations is fixed, but the step size is controlled with respect to stability. Numerical tests show the effectiveness 
of this approach in comparison with an implicit scheme that iterates to a certain tolerance. © 1999 Elsevier Science 
B.V. and IMACS. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Implicit schemes for the integration of ODEs are popular when stability is more of concern than 
accuracy, for instance for the computation of a steady state solution. However, in particular for very large 
systems the solution of the involved linearized systems may be very expensive. In this paper we study 
the solution of these linear systems by a moderate number of the minimum residual iterations [ 1, 14]. 
Of course, this puts limits to the step size since these approximate schemes may be viewed as explicit 
schemes and these are never unconditionally stable. However, in our approach we obtain a different 
explicit scheme for each time step. As we will see, a succession of these different schemes will be much 
more stable than each of them separately. This is mainly because the minimum residual approximation 
adjusts itself to a given right-hand side. It turns out that even a modest degree of approximation allows 
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rather large time steps and we propose a simple mechanism for the control of the step size with respect 
to stability. 

The usage of a few minimum residual iterations is attractive, since this involves only matrix-vector 
operations. Specially on parallel computers this may be an advantage because matrix-vector operations 
are usually easy to parallelize. If one uses k iterative steps, then the resulting approximate method may 
be viewed as an explicit integration scheme and such schemes have been studied heavily. Most often, 
these schemes are studied with fixed coefficients of Chebyshev approximations [11,12,16,17,21,23]. 
Performance of these methods depends on a priori knowledge of a region containing the spectrum of the 
Jacobian. Another approach, that is based on Krylov subspace information, is to use an approximation 
for the vector efltA yn (where A is the Jacobian), for accurate time integration of stiff systems [8,9]. 

The minimum residual iterations lead to different coefficients for each time step. The usage of 
minimum residual iterative schemes, e.g., GMRES, for the approximate solution of the involved linear 
systems is not new either, but the resulting schemes have been studied from an accuracy point of view, 
that is the main focus is on strategies to obtain bounded residuals and higher order consistency [4-6,15]. 
Typically, one solves the linear systems to a certain tolerance, but it is often not known which tolerance 
has to be taken. 

We study the usage of a few minimum residual iterations from the point of view of stability. A nice 
aspect of minimum residual iterations is that they construct implicitly an integration polynomial of which 
the coefficients are adjusted to the specific right-hand side. If after some time steps components in the 
solution in higher frequencies have not sufficiently damped out, then they are present in the right-hand 
side. As soon as these components are too large, they are automatically damped out by the minimum 
residual polynomial, provided that the time step is not too large with respect to the number of iterations. 
We propose an easy strategy to control the size of the time step. This strategy is based on information that 
we obtain from the iterative process itself. As we will see from our numerical experiments, the proposed 
stability control can be quite efficient as compared to iterating to a certain tolerance. 

The stability control is useful in situations where accuracy is not the restrictive factor. However, our 
approximated implicit schemes can be used for high accurate computations in an ODE code as well. Our 
· ndings on this respect will be reported elsewhere. 

The remainder of our paper has been organized as follows. Our basic approach has been formulated in 
ction 2. In Section 3 we present the stability analysis and discuss how the stability can be monitored. 

VIie will do this for two different schemes. Implementation issues are discussed in Section 4. Numerical 
experiments are presented in Section 5, and we have listed some conclusions at the end. 

2. Minimum residual approximated implicit schemes 

The general idea behind our approach is as follows. Our aim is to obtain a cheap alternative for an 
implicit integration scheme, without loosing too much in terms of stability. We start with a given implicit 
scheme of order p in time, and we approximate the solution of the associated implicit system with a few 
steps of a minimum residual iterative solver, say GMRES. This leads to a new scheme, and in order to 
let this new scheme have at least the same order of consistency, we need to start GMRES with the result 
of an explicit scheme of order p. This is different from the popular predictor-corrector approach, where 
the corrector is solved by successive substitution (this Richardson type of iteration gives an integration 
scheme with limited stability properties, comparable to the stability of the predictor). 
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We will work out the idea in more detail for the simple Euler Backward (EB) scheme for the system 
ofODEs: 

dy 
dt = f(t, y), I _ 0 mN 

Y t=o-Y E lL'\.. • 

EB is given by 

Y?r:p\ = Yn + At f (tn+I, Yi~d1) · 
In order to solve this equation for yir;;PL we take Euler Forward (EF) 

Yo+I =y" +Atf(tn,y"), 

as an initial guess, and we write 

Y'.'+I = yn+l + Ay 
1mpl 0 · 

The vector Ay satisfies 

Yo+ 1 + ti.y = yn + At J (t11+1. y0+1 + Ay). 

This leads to 

.6.y = y" + Atf(tn+I· y3+1 + Ay) -y3+1 ~ y" + At{f(tn+I· y3+1) + AAy} -y3+1, 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where A denotes the Jacobian, evaluated in (t,,+ 1, y0+1 ). In the predictor-corrector approach one ignores 
the Ay in the right-hand side, and one repeats the preceding steps, which leads to an iterative application 
of (4): 

n+l n+l + A 
Y(j) = Yu-1> uYu-1>· (6) 

In our approach, we take for Ay the approximate solution from 

(I - .6.t A)x = r" = y11 - Yo+ 1 + .6.t f (tn+I • Yo+I). (7) 

Note that r 11 can be interpreted as the residual for (2) that we get when y0+1 is inserted. 
We solve (7) by k steps of GMRES, with starting solution x0 = 0, so that the approximated solution 

x k can be represented as 

(.6.y :=) Xk =Pi:\ (I - At A)r", 

where Pi:\ is the so-called iteration polynomial of degree k - 1, associated with GMRES (in the case 
that A is symmetric, we take the MINRES method instead of GMRES). The number of iterations k is kept 
fixed. The superindex .<nl has been included in order to indicate that we usually get a different polynomial 
for each time step. We will refer to the resulting scheme as an Minimum Residual Approximated Implicit 
(MRAI) scheme. Obviously, we can interpret the combination of (7) with minimum residual iterations as 
an inexact Newton method for (2). 

We leave it to the reader to verify that the order of the local error is the same as for EB or EF, 
irrespective of the number of minimum residual iterations used for the approximation of x. For more 
general implicit schemes, one has to take care that the starting vector is constructed with an explicit 
scheme of at least the same consistency order. 
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3. Stability of the MRAI scheme 

3.1. Euler Backward based MRAI 

The MRAI scheme of the previous section can be represented by 

yn+I = y3+ 1 + pk<~l1 (l - 6tA)(yn - y3+' + 6tf (tn+I• y3+')) 

with y3+ 1 = y 11 + 6tf(tn. y 11 ). 

(8) 

This explicit scheme is difficult to analyze, because the polynomial Pi'!}, depends on spectral properties 
of the matrix as well as on the vector on which it is acting. This means that we can not simply apply the 
MRAI scheme to a linear homogeneous system and consider its effect in each eigenvector direction 
independently. 

For the stability we look at the recursions obtained when f (t, y) = Ay, that is we consider, as is usual, 
the behavior for the linear homogeneous case. The MRAI scheme (8) then takes the form 

y 11 +1 =(I+ 6tA)yn +Pi~\(/ - 6tA)rn, 

r 11 = (6tA)2y11 • 

After multiplying the right-hand side of (9) by (I - 6t A)- 1(! - 6tA), we obtain 

y 11 +1 =(I - 6tA)-1 (I - [I - (I - 6t A)Pi1!}1 (I - Llt A)] (L~.tA) 2 )y11 • 

(9) 
(10) 

(11) 

The polynomial [I - (/ - 6tA)PJ~l1 (I - LltA)] is just the k-degree minimum residual polynomial 

Rk11 l(l - 6tA), that is the polynomial that describes how the initial residual r11 = r0 is reduced to rz, 
after k minimum residual iterations. 

Assuming that A E JR_NxN can be diagonalized as A= s.11s-1, where .A is a diagonal matrix with real 
eigenvalues >.. 1 on its main diagonal, we arrive, with z11 = s- 1 y11 , at 

zn+I =(I - Llt .A)-I (I - Rkn) (I - Llt .A)(Llt .A)2)z11 ' (12) 

or for the j th component z11 = zj of z11 , and the j th eigenvalue µ, = 6t >.. 1: 

zn+I = (1 - µ)-I (1 - Rkn)(l - µ,)µ,2)zll. (13) 

We have written the above expressions for the residual polynomial Ri11 ), rather than for Pi~)'' since Rk"> 
satisfies an optimality property: llRkn)(l - LltA)r11 !1 2 is minimal over all polynomials R of degree k, 
satisfying R(O) = 1. Note that exactly the same recursions as (12) and (13) describe how the initial 
residual s- I r 11+ I is related to its predecessor s- I r 11 • 

From experiences with GMRES, it is well known that this polynomial attempts to reduce the largest 
components of s- 1 r", by putting a root close to the corresponding eigenvalue. Therefore, if the scheme 
leads to a large component in the vector s- 1 r11 , because of instability, then this component will be damped 
and in the next time step a new polynomial is automatically constructed that tries to reduce other new 
dominating components. The heuristic argument behind our stability control strategy is that we assume 
that in average, over a number of successive time steps, no component of the vector s- 1 r 11 dominates, or 
in other words, that all its components are more or less equal in absolute value. 

The jth component of s-1r 11 is multiplied in step n by a factor to Ri11 )(1 - µ,)µ, 2 , and following the 
above heuristics, it is likely that the polynomial 

Q(µ,) = µ2 Rkn>(l - µ,) 
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Fig. 1. Stability governed by the roots of Q(µ) (cf. (15), ( 17)). 

has almost the minimax property over the interval [.6.0 .. N, .6.0.i] (we assume that the eigenvalues have 
been ordered as J....N ~ • • • ~ J.... 1). Note that this leads to a weaker condition than the requirement that the 
reduction polynomial is small over the entire spectrum in each time step. The latter requirement is made 
for schemes based upon Chebyshev polynomial approximations. 

We will further assume that J.... 1 < 0. The stability condition now reads 

1
1 - Rkll)(l - µ)µ21 11 - Q(µ) I 

~ 1, or ~ 1. 
1-µ 1-µ 

The last condition in (14) is equivalent to 

µ ~ Q (µ) ~ 2 - µ. 

(14) 

(15) 

Note that Q(l) = Rk"\0) = 1, and 0 is a root of Q of multiplicity 2. The other k roots TJ; satisfy 

Rk'1) ( 1 - T/i) = 0. Suppose that T/k ~ • · · ~ T/ 1. Since µ < 0 over the interval of interest, we have that 
T/i> in particular T/1 < 0. 

In Fig. 1 we have plotted the situation when Q has the exact minimax property. With the estimate 

I Q(µ)I = µ21 IT µ-T}i I~ µ2µ - T/!' µ E [TJ1; 0), 
i=l 1 - T/i 1 - T/1 

it is possible to show (see [2] for a detailed proof) that (15) holds when 

-7 ~ T/l ( < 0). 

(16) 

(17) 

In fact, condition ( 17) guarantees that the rightmost local maximum of Q (µ) ( cf. Fig. 1) is below the line 
2 - µ. The other local extrema should be between µ and 2 - µ. In other words, condition ( 17) works 
for polynomials Q(µ) which may only very roughly resemble the minimax polynomial. To see whether 
our conclusions are confirmed in practice, in Fig. 2 we have plotted s- 1 r 11 4 and Q(µ) observed during 
numerical integration of the model problem 

y' = Ay, y0 = (1, ... , ll E JR500 , A= Diag(-1: 0.002: -0.01). (18) 

4 Note that S = 1 in our example. 
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Fig. 2. The absolute values of components of s-1 rn plotted against theµ values and polynomials Q(µ), observed 
within first 6 successive time steps. The lines f.l and 2 - f.l are dashed. 
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The fact that matrix A is diagonal does not affect behavior of the minimum residual iterations. Here we 
used the described MRAI scheme based on EB with k = 5 steps of GMRES and the step size chosen 
to have -7 ::;; rJ1 ::;; -6.5. It turns out that the condition (15) is true for most time steps; each time step 
where for some µ's the condition (15) is not fulfilled is followed by one or two "safe" steps. As we see, 
our assumptions led to realistic stability control. 

The same conclusions would be valid for other initial values y0 and for more "stiff' situations, for 
example, for A with eigenvalues evenly distributed in [-1, -0.00001]. 

The roots rJ; of Rk"\1 - µ) are easily obtained from the minimum residual iterative process: they 
are the so-called harmonic Ritz values [13]. The rightmost root 1JI indicates how important the spectral 
information is for eigenvalues closest to the origin, and we simply have to check that this stays above 
-7. If rJ1 < -7, then we have to decrease the step size (see Section 4). 

Condition (17) is necessary and sufficient for stability when k = 1. Assuming that Q(µ) has the 
minimax property, for k > 1 we can easily determine the limit values for ry 1 numerically (see [2] for 
specific values). However, these limit values may be too optimistic in practice (as we just saw in the 
presented experiment, the polynomial Q(µ) is not precisely of the minimax type). Therefore, for the 
safety reasons, we will use condition ( 17) for k > 1 as well. 

Another simple bound for the time step can be derived under the assumption that Rknl(l - µ)resembles 
in average the kth degree Chebyshev polynomial Tk shifted to a segment containing all µ's, for instance 
[-L\tA.N; O]. This polynomial Tk is also scaled to be 1 at 0 (recall that Rin\O) = 1). The largest root of 
Rk is I - r/k· Since we know r/k from the minimum residual iterations, we can approximate µN using the 
relation 

2rJk 
L\t), .. N = J..lN :::::; -----} + cos(0.5rr I k) 

Of course, this estimate may not be accurate. Nevertheless, it gives a good impression of the largest 
effective eigenvalue that restricts the step size. 

Moreover, the stability condition (14) is satisfied when IRk(l - µ)J JµI::;; 1. Then, from the estimate 

we obtain 

k 

2(.Jl-µN-1) JµNJ::;;l. 
Jl-µN+l 

(19) 

The last inequality can be solved numerically, which gives an upper bound C for 1.6.tA.NI. and, hence, also 
for L\t: 

(20) 

It should be remarked that the estimate (19) is typically stronger than (14), and in practice it should be 
relaxed, especially for small k (k ;S 3). For instance, the constant 2 is often too crude in (19), and does 
not reflect realistically observed values. 
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3.2. An example of a higher order MRAI scheme 

Of course, the ideas outlined in the previous section may also be applied to other implicit schemes. In 
this section we discuss briefly the situation for the implicit midpoint rule 

n+I _ ll + 6.tj( I ( 11 ll+l)) 
Yimpl - Y tn+l/2, 2 Y + Yimpl ' (21) 

where tn + 1 ;2 = t11 + ~ 6.t. This scheme is the second order accurate. We consider as before the linearized 
form -

(22) 

with 

gn+I/2 = J (tn+l/2• y") - Ayn · 

For the starting vector for the minimum residual iterations, we select the second order explicit scheme 

(23) 

The initial residual delivered by (23) is r 11 = ±C6.t) 3 A2 f(t11+ 112 , y 11 ), or, and for linear homogeneous 
system y' = A(t)y, we obtain 

1 
r" = -(6.t)3 A3 yn. 

4 
(24) 

In a similar way as for the EB-based MRAI, we obtain after some manipulations, with A= I - ~ 6.t A: 

y11 + I = x- 1 (I + ~ 6.t A - 2 ( 16.t A) 3 Rkn) (A)) yn. 

Assuming that A can be diagonalized, and has real negative eigenvalues, we get for the components of 

1-i.e transformed solutions z11 = z'J: 

711+1 - l + µ - 2µ} Rk")o - µ) 7n 

" - I-µ " 

withµ= ~6.t>..j. 
The scheme is stable if for all time steps: 

11 + µ - 2.µ 3 Rk(l - µ)I 
::::; 1. 

1-µ 

Following the same heuristic arguments as in the previous section, we conclude that the polynomial 

Q(µ) = 2µ 3 Rk(l - µ) 

has in average almost the minimax property. This leads to the bound 

-2.375::::; T/1 ( < 0), 

where T/t is defined as in Section 3.1 (cf. (17)). 

(25) 

(26) 
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4. Minimum residual iterations and stability control 

We assume that the minimum residual iterations are carried out with GMRES [l,14]. The iterations 
are applied to the linear system with matrix A (for the EB-based MRAI, A= I - D..t A). Ink steps of 
GMRES an orthogonal basis {v 1, ... , vd for the Krylov subspace span{rn, Arn, ... , ,4k-J r 11 } is built up. 
We take these vectors vi as the columns of the matrix Vi. GMRES constructs a small (k + 1) x k upper 
Hessenberg system 

(27) 

- -
that is solved in the least squares sense, where H = Vt+i A Vk. 

The construction of Vi+t and ii requires k matrix-vector multiplications with A and k(k + 1)/2 + k 
inner products. The Jacobian matrix is not needed in explicit form, only its action on a vector is required. 
For instance, this may be approximated directly by a Frechet derivative in the direction of the vector on 
which the Jacobian acts. The MRAI algorithm is explicit and allows straightforward parallelization [3]. 

During the time-stepping process, the stability of MRAI can easily be checked with cond_!tions like 
those inferred by ( 17) and (26), and, if necessary, the step size can be adjusted. We note that H depends 
on D..t as ii = I - D..t H, where elements of H do not depend on D..t. The required value 77 1 can be 
computed from the small upper Hessenberg system, since the l - 1Ji are the eigenvalues of the matrix 

where ii is the k x k upper part of k The values r/i are the harmonic Ritz values of A [13]. 
The conditions (17) and (26) have been derived for a negative real spectrum of A. It turned out 

experimentally that when k ;;::: 3 they may also be used when the spectrum of A is contained in the 
left complex half-plane. Instead of .,, 1, we then use its real part. 

For the simplified situation where f = f (y), we have collected the major elements of two MRAI 
schemes, based on EB and Implicit Midpoint rule, in tables l and 2. These allow adjustment of the step 
size for almost no extra price, when the Krylov basis has already been computed. This is possible because 
with the used starting vectors the initial residual vector r 11 depends on l:!.t only in its direction and, hence, 
the Krylov basis matrix V does not depend on 1:!.t. 

Table 1 
First order MRAI based on Euler Backward 

1. yn is given, f" := J (yn) 

r" := Afn, compute b in (27) 

2. Modified Gram-Schmidt :::::} 

matrices Vk+ 1 and H 

3. Choose !::.t (cf. (17)), b := (M)2b, 

solve the least-square problem (27) 

4. Starting vector: y3+ 1 := y" + !::.t f" 

Function evaluation 

Jacobian action 

k Jacobian actions, 

k + l vectors to store 

0(k3 ) operations 

MRAI step: y11 +1 := y3+1 + Vku k vector updates 
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Table 2 
Second order MRAI based on Implicit Midpoint rule 

I. y" is given, f 11 := f (y11 ) 

p" := Af", r11 := !Ap11, 
compute b in (27) 

2. Modified Gram-Schmidt ~ 

matrices vk+ I and H 

Function evaluation 

2 Jacobian actions 

k Jacobian actions, 

k + 1 vectors to store 

3. Choose !;,.t (cf. (26)), b := (!;,.t) 3b, 0(k3) operations 
solve the least-square problem (27) 

4. Starting vector: 
y3+1 := y'' + t;,.r r + ~(!;,.t)2 p" 
MRAI step: y 11 + 1 := y3+ 1 + Vku k vector updates 

For other starting vectors, as, for example, for starting vector (28) considered in the following section, 
when the computed V depends on tit, the stable value of lit delivered by the stability control is used on 
the next time step. 

5. Numerical experiments 

In this chapter results for several numerical experiments are reported. They demonstrate the efficiency 
of the MRAI approach in cases where implicit time stepping is necessary but expensive. 

We have tested our schemes for the typical situations where high accuracy is not needed in the time 
stepping, but fast stable integration is important. We illustrate this by two numerical examples: the 
heat conduction problem in 3D (Section 5.1) and an MHD (magnetohydrodynamical) 20 problem from 
astrophysical simulations (Section 5.2). 

5. I. 3D heat conduction problem 

This test problem has been taken from [17]; it is a linear heat conduction problem over the 30 unit 
cube. The inhomogeneous tem1 is chosen in order to have the analytical solution tanh(5(x + 2y + 1.5z -
0.5 - t)). The spatial discretization is done with central differences on a grid of 79 x 39 x 39 internal 
nodes. This yields a system of N = 120159 equations. The integration is done for 0 ~ t ~ tEND = 5.0. 

We report here on the EB-based MRAI scheme (EB/MRAI). We have incorporated the MRAI 
technique into the LSODE code [7], and the EB/MRAI variant has been triggered by restricting the 
consistency order in LSODE to one. The EB/MRAI code is a simple integration scheme with inexact 
Newton iterations where linear solves are done with k minimum residual iterations. In LSOOE with 
consistency order restricted to one, the starting vector is chosen as 

n+I n + tn+I -t,, ( n n-1) Yo = Y Y -y , 
t,, - ln-1 

(28) 
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and analysis together with experiments suggest that the stability condition is (cf. (17), (26)) 

-11::::;1],. 

249 

(29) 

The value 111 and the corresponding stable !:1t are obtained at the first Newton iteration. This stable !:1t 
value will be used in the stability control at the next time step. We do k = 5 minimum residual iterations 
in all Newton steps. 

In the integration process the local error en is controlled to satisfy 

le7 I ::::; rtolly;1 I+ a tol. 

We have selected rtol = atol = 0.1. The step size is chosen to comply with local error and stability 
controls. With such a crude accuracy tolerance, stability control prevails. 

The size and the structure of the problem suggest the use of an iterative solver in implicit time stepping. 
Therefore we compare our EB/MRAI code with the implicit EB scheme with GMRES(m ), m = 20, as a 
linear solver. 

Of course, in EB it is not necessary to solve the linear equations to full accuracy. In principle, this has 
a limiting effect on the stability but in practice it may lead to more efficiency. In our tests we have tried 
different stopping criteria for the GMRES iterations in EB/GMRES. The results are collected in Table 3. 
Here the CPU time is given in sec for one processor of an SGI Origin 02000. Clearly, MRAI outperforms 
the implicit scheme for a wide range of reasonable stopping criteria. 

For a coarser grid, direct LU linear solve becomes feasible. For a 19 x 19 x 19 grid, we have 
compared EB/MRAI and the fastest variant of the EB/GMRES (the one with relative stopping criterion 
\lr/11/\lr()ll::::; 0.5) with the implicit scheme employing direct banded LU linear solves. It is worthwhile 
to note that the LU factorizations are reused in the code, that is they are computed only once in a while. 
In our test only 3 LU factorizations were necessary. Still, the direct approach was by far more expensive 
(Table 4). To assure that we indeed had stable computations we checked the actual error (the maximum 
component in the difference of the computed and a reference solutions). For EB/MRAI it was 0.19, which 
is of order of the required tolerance. The error delivered by EB/LU scheme is much smaller: 7 · 10-5 . 

Table 3 
EB/MRAI versus EB/GMRES 

Stopping criterion CPU time Fevals/steps 

EB/MRAI 253 1015/143 

EB/GMRES llr/ll/llr0!1 ::::;0.75 366 1457/162 

EB/GMRES llr/111/llr()ll::::; 0.5 318 1235/65 

EB/GMRES llr/11/llr()ll ::::;0.1 391 1351/22 

EB/GMRES llr/' 11/llroll::::; 0.01 532 1853/22 

EB/GMRES llr/11/llr()ll::::; 10-3 588 2048/20 

EB/GMRES llr/111::::; 0.75 1035 3596/20 

EB/GMRES llr/11 ::::; 0.1 1530 4940/20 

EB/GMRES Ur/ 11::::; 0.01 1878 6549/20 
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Table4 
EB/MRAI and EB/GMRES versus EB/LU 

EB/MRAI 

EB/GMRES 

EB/LU 

CPU time Fevals/steps 

3.4 

4.3 

82 

241/23 

311/39 

2194/21 

However, a similar accuracy can be achieved by EB/MRAI also in significantly less CPU time: error 
8.2. 10-5 for rtol = atol = 10-4 in 59 sec. 

5.2. Magnetohydrodynamical simulation example 

In this section we consider a slightly more complicated problem where we use also preconditioning. 
The problem comes from the magnetohydrodynamical (MHD) simulation Versatile Advection Code 5 

(VAC) [10,18]. 
This model problem is a two-dimensional MHD problem which models the formation of a steady bow 

shock occurring in a super-fast flow around a perfectly conducting cylinder (for more details see [19]). 
The equations are discretized spatially by high-resolution shock-capturing finite volume schemes [20]. 

For our example, a polar 60 x 60 grid is used, so that the discretization results in a system of N = 21600 
nonlinear ODEs (for six different discretized variables). For this simulation the steady state solution is 
obtained by the time-stepping process until the relative difference in solution becomes sufficiently small: 

llYn+I - y"ll* ~ E = 10-4. (30) 

The norm II · II* is a special weighted norm with different weights for each of the conserved MHD 
variables. 

We compare three time-stepping strategies: the MRAI scheme, the linearized EB scheme, and the EF 
scheme. In EB, the linear systems have been solved iteratively. We have chosen GMRES(m ), m = 20, as 
an iterative solver. The number of restarts is restricted to 5. A simple strategy to stop the iterations is to 
stop whenever r/ ~ s (cf. (30)), so that at every time step the residual in the implicit scheme is not larger 
than the prescribed steady state accuracy s. The iterations in MRAI and EB can be preconditioned with 
an efficient modified block ILU (MBILU) preconditioning [22]. We compare the strategies both with and 
without preconditioning. The situation without preconditioning is meaningful in itself since it provides 
information about effectiveness of our approach for problems for which preconditioning is not readily 
available. 

In EB the step size is chosen in such a way that the CPL number is 100, which means the step size is 100 
times larger than the maximum allowed step size for EF. For EF .D.t is chosen to have CPL number 0.8. 

The MRAI variant is based on linearized EB. For MRAI, the starting vector has been chosen as 
y3+ 1 = y". This means that the formal consistency order of MRAI is zero, but consistency is not much 
of concern for steady state problems. A stability analysis similar to that of Section 3 suggests that this 
MRAI scheme has a much larger linear stability region than the first and second order MRAI schemes 
described in Section 3. 

5 See URL http: I /www .phys. uu.nlrtoth/. 
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Table 5 
MRAI for an MHD simulation 

Method CPU time Matvecs Time steps 

MRAI 225 1575 315 

EB 291 3744 36 

EF 533 1710 

Table 6 
MRAI for an MHD simulation: preconditioning 

Method CPU time Matvecs Time steps 

MRAI+prec. 

EB+prec. 

51 

64 

190 

511 

38 

32 

251 

It is important for the overall efficiency that MRAI allows for a cheap and flexible change of D.t (as in 
Section 4). 

In the stability step size control used, the value of D.t was accepted when -12.5 =::; ri 1 (cf. (17), (26)). 
In our experience this stability condition is quite useful for situations where the elements of A + AT have 
the same order of magnitude as A - AT (A is the Jacobian matrix). 

Unfortunately, we do not have an appropriate stability control when preconditioning is involved. In the 
tests with preconditioning here we simply perform k = 5 minimum residual iterations per time step. The 
step size is chosen in the same way as in EB, that is the CPL number is 100. 

The resulting MRAI is almost identical to the one represented in Table 1; the difference is in several 
simplifications: rn := r' b := D.t bin step 3, and y3+1 := y". 

In Tables 5 and 6 we present results of the test runs carried out on one processor of an SGI Origin 
02000. As we see, the MRAI scheme is about 25% faster than EB and much faster than EF. 

For the unpreconditioned case, the simple strategy to adjust the step size to have the CPL number 100 
leads to worse results for MRAI. 

In column "matvecs" of Tables 5 and 6, the number of Jacobian-vector multiplications indicates the 
work involved for the efficient stable time stepping. This number is not directly proportional to the total 
CPU time for the following reason. In this simulation, after each time step it is necessary to update 
the computed magnetic field in order to make it divergence free, and this is rather expensive. Therefore 
schemes that require more time steps have a larger overhead in this case. 

6. Conclusions 

Stabilized explicit methods and implicit methods based on iterative linear solves become attractive 
when the Jacobian matrix is not easy to obtain and/or invert, or, in parallel processing. 

We have studied the effect of approximate linear solves in implicit time stepping processes. A small 
fixed number of minimum residual iterations are performed in each linear solve. The resulting schemes 
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can be seen as approximate implicit schemes, which are referred to as MRAI (Minimum Residual 

Approximated Implicit) schemes. . 

The schemes are in fact explicit, so that the stability is now of concern. We propose a convement way 

to control the stability and adjust the step size adaptively. 

Usuallv, the convergence in linear solves is checked by displaying the residual norm. In many cases it 

is not cle~r what tolerance has to be taken here. In our approach, different information coming from the 

linear solver itself is used for the stability control, and this is shown to be more efficient in practice. 

Unlike many other explicit stabilized methods (see, e.g., [23]), such as RKC, MRAI successfully copes 

with the complex spectrum Jacobian. 

Our numerical experiments show that, when standard implicit schemes are too expensive and high 

accuracy is not required, MRAI can be very attractive. 
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